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INTRODUCTION

The National Cancer Institute estimated 40,340 new 
cases of  rectal cancer in the United States in 2013.[1]

Colorectal cancer is one of  the most prevalent 
malignant tumor in our country. According to data 
from Instituto Nacional do Câncer, Brazilian National 
Cancer Institute, about 30,140 new cases of  colorectal 

cancer were estimated in 2012. These values correspond 
to an estimated risk of  15 new cases per 100,000 men 
and women, respectively. This neoplasm has a better 
prognosis if  the disease is diagnosed in the early stages. 
The average overall survival at 5 years is around 55% in 
developed countries and 40% for developing countries.[2]

Studies have shown that both the rate of  recurrence 
and the tumor-free survival, in patients with locally 
advanced rectal cancer, showed signifi cant improvement 
after the institution of  preoperative adjuvancy.[3-10] 
Since neoajduvant therapy relays on correct staging of  
rectal cancer, this step is fundamental for appropriate 
treatment of  this disease.

Endorectal ultrasound (ERUS) could be accomplished 
using rigid or fl exible devices [Figures 1 and 2]. These 
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transducers scanning may be radial or linear and for 
anorectal study, are preferably used in frequencies 
between 5 MHz and 12 MHz. Rigid linear probe may 
have limited insertion, but they are more practical and 
less expensive when compared with flexible devices. 
Therefore, in our institution, the rigid linear devices 
are being increasingly used for anorectal region study, 
especially for patients with intestinal endometriosis.[11-17]

The objective of  this study is to evaluate the correlation 
between endosonography made with both radial 
echoendoscope and rigid lineal probe, for rectal cancer 
staging.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

This was a prospective case study, between April 
2009 and May 2011, in a series of  91 consecutive 
patients with rectal cancer, who underwent both, radial 
echoendoscopy (EUG Radial, Fujinon System 7000) and 
rigid linear endosonography (EUP-U33, Hitachi. Probe: 
SU 11774004 7,5 Mhz).The Ethics Committees of  the 
institution approved the study before it was started 
(study approved in 2009; protocol 293/2009).

All patients assented to participate by completing the 
informed consent form. We excluded 43 patients from 
this study; that had already undergone previous therapy 
such as surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or for lack 
of  data tracking. Therefore, data from a total of  48 
patients were analysed.

All procedures were performed with the assistance of  the 
professional anesthesiologist, under conscious sedation, in 
hospital setting. The patients were either hospitalized or 

ambulatorial. The exams were performed by two senior 
endoscopists, with more than 500 exams each, blinded to 
each other. When the staging of  the tumor was discordant, 
we used the results of  anatomopathological staging (AP) 
of  the surgical specimen as the gold standard.

The patients were initially submitted to the radial 
endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) and then, during the same 
anesthetic time, were re-examined by other blinded 
endoscopists using the rigid linear probe. At each stage 
of  the examination, patients were staged on the degree 
of  tumor invasion (T) and lymph node involvement 
(N), as classifi ed by the American Joint Committee on 
Cancer, 7th edition, 2010 (AJCC).

Echographics findings were analysed as follows: T 
staging obtained using radial EUS were compared with 
T staging obtained using a rigid probe. Likewise, N 
staging obtained using radial EUS were compared with 
N staging obtained using a rigid probe [Figures 3 and 4].

The analysis of  concordance between the methods 
(both general and per classification) was made using 
the Kappa index.

RESULTS

Analysis of  T stage showed the following results [Table 1]:

Among the 48 patients evaluated, T staging was similar 
between the methods in 43 (89.58%). In the five 
discordant cases, the histopathology study confi rmed 
the results of  the rigid probe in one of  them; three 
patients did not undergo surgery and one had an AP 
distinct from both methods:

Figure 1. Radial fl exible echoendoscope Figure 2. Rigid linear probe
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1. One patient was diagnosed as T2 (radial ERUS) and T3 
(ERUS linear). Confi rmed T3 in histopathology.

2. One patient was diagnosed as T3 (radial ERUS) and T2 
(ERUS linear). Did not undergo surgery.

3. One patient was diagnosed as T4 (radial ERUS) and T3 
(ERUS linear). Confi rmed T2 in histopathology.

4. One patient was diagnosed as T4 (radial ERUS) and T3 
(ERUS linear). Did not undergo surgery.

5. One patient was diagnosed as T4 (radial ERUS) and T2 
(ERUS linear). Did not undergo surgery.

Regarding the N staging [Table 2], 32 patients (66.66%) 
showed agreement between the methods. In the 16 
discordant cases, the histopathology study confi rmed 
the fi ndings of  a rigid probe in seven of  them; in one 
patient the histopathology study was different from 
both methods and the remaining eight did not undergo 
surgery:
1. One patient was diagnosed as N0 (radial ERUS) and 

N1 (ERUS linear). Confi rmed N1 in histopathology.
2. Five patients were diagnosed as N1 (radial ERUS) 

and N0 (ERUS linear). Two cases confi rmed as N0 in 
histopathology and three cases did not undergo surgery.

3. Two patients were diagnosed as N1 (radial ERUS) 
and N2 (ERUS linear). Two cases confi rmed N2 in 
histopathology.

4. Two patients were diagnosed as N2 (radial ERUS) 
and N0 (ERUS linear). One case confi rmed as N0 in 
histopathology and one case did not undergo surgery.

5. Six patients were diagnosed as N2 (radial ERUS) and N1 
(ERUS linear). One case confi rmed as N0 and one case 
as N1 in histopathology. Four cases did not undergo 
surgery.

The general Kappa index for T and N stages are 
shown in Tables 3 and 4.

The agreement between the methods for individual T 
classifi cation are shown in Table 5.

The agreement between the methods for individual N 
classifi cation are shown in Table 6.

DISCUSSION

The initial clinical evaluation and staging 
procedures may include the following: Anorectal 
examination, colonoscopy, computed tomography 
(CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron 

Figure 3. T1Sm3N1 with radial fl exible echoendoscope Figure 4. T1Sm3N1 with rigid linear probe

Table 2. N staging results
Nx N0 N1 N2 Total

ERUS radial 0 12 27 9 48
ERUS linear 0 18 27 3 48
ERUS: Endorectal ultrasound

Table 1. T staging results
Tx T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Total

ERUS radial 0 0 2 5 25 16 48
ERUS linear 0 0 2 6 27 13 48
ERUS: Endorectal ultrasound

Table 3. General Kappa index for T staging
The general Kappa index for T staging 0.827
General P value <0.001
95% confi dence interval for general 
Kappa

Superior: 1.0 
Inferior: 0.627

Table 4. General Kappa index for N staging
The general Kappa index for N staging 0.423
General P value <0.001
95% confi dence interval for general 
Kappa

Superior: 0.632, 
inferior: 0.214
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emission tomography, measurement of  the serum 
carcinoembryonic antigen level and ERUS. ERUS is 
considered one of  the best method for locoregional 
staging (T staging) of  rectal tumors.[12]

Endoscopic ultrasound presents average accuracy 
of  85.2%, with average sensitivity and specificity of  
87.5% and 83.5%, respectively. Meanwhile, CT showed 
accuracy of  65-75% and the MRI of  75-85%. A recent 
meta-analysis estimated the sensibility and specifi city of  
EUS in determining separately the different stages of  
tumor invasion [Table 7].

Therefore, the combination of  CT (to exclude distant 
metastases) and ERUS (for local staging) proved to be 
the best diagnostic approach for staging proximal rectal 
tumors without metastatic disease.[18,19]

Regarding lymph nodes staging (N staging), there 
is no evidence of  superiority of  ERUS over CT 
or MRI.[19] However, the association of  fine-needle 
aspiration (FNA) to the ERUS procedure is a 
promising development in N staging of  tumors of  the 
gastrointestinal tract.[20-27] Similarly, for rectal tumors, 
echographic staging of  perirectal regional lymph nodes 
by evaluating the size, shape, contour and echogenicity 
of  nodes is feasible. If  there are suspicious lymph 
nodes, histological evaluation can be achieved with 
FNA. The incorporation of  FNA in staging strategy 
of  patients with a rectal tumor is, therefore, related to 
improvement of  method accuracy.[28]

A well-defi ned strategy of  echoendoscopic staging is 
the use of  radial fl exible devices. If  suspicious lymph 
nodes are detected, the linear echoendoscope is used to 
perform FNA.

Rigid endosonography probes are devices that provide an 
adequate assessment for local invasion of  rectal tumor. 
Furthermore, they are more fi nancially affordable, have 
lower maintenance costs than the fl exible echoendoscopes 
and allow FNA [Figure 5]. However, consistent studies 
to confi rm the equivalence of  results in rectal tumors 
local staging using radial echoendoscopes and rigid 
endosonography probes are still lacking.

According to the literature, when analyzed separately 
the different stages, it is observed that the main 
failures of  ERUS T staging occur in overstaging 
T2 as T3 (attributed to peritumoral inflammatory 
process) and understaging T3 as T2 (related to a 
nonvisualization of  tumor microinvasions in parietal 
layers or adjacent organ). Overstaging is more frequent 
than the understaging occurring respectively in about 
4% to 25% and 5% to 12%.[29-32] No single diagnostic 
method is suffi ciently accurate to reliably predict the 
presence or absence of  lymph node involvement. 
Definitive diagnosis can be confirmed by obtaining 
histological material by FNA. In rectal cancers, the 
mere viewing of  perirectal lymph nodes is indicative of  
possible neoplastic involvement, since normal perirectal 
fat tissue lymph nodes are usually not identifi ed.[33]

As stated previously, patients with T3 or T4 stages, or 
who have compromised lymph nodes (N1), the benefi ts 
of  preoperative chemotherapy were demonstrated.[7,34] 
In this context, it is expected that the use of  FNA 
may help significantly the N staging in T1 or T2 
tumors, since the presence of  lymph node modifi es the 
therapeutic approach.

In this study, the results show that for tumor invasion 
(T staging), we obtained a Kappa general index 
which indicates almost perfect agreement between the 
methods.[35] Individually, T1 staging had the highest 
concordance index between the methods of  ultrasound 
evaluation, however, all degrees of  T staging were 
substantially concordant.[33]

Analyzing the degree of  lymph node involvement (N 
staging), the Kappa general index shows moderate 

Table 5. Kappa index per category for T staging
T1 T2 T3 T4

Kappa per category 1 0.692 0.832 0.852
P value for Kappa per category <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
95% confi dence interval for Kappa 
per category

Superior: 1.0 Superior: 0.974 Superior: 1.0 Superior: 1.0
Inferior: 0.717 Inferior: 0.411 Inferior: 0.551 Inferior: 0.573

Table 6. Kappa index per category for N staging
N0 N1 N2

Kappa per category 0.619 0.407 0.08
P value for Kappa 
per category

<0.001 0.005 0.504

95% confi dence 
interval for Kappa 
per category

Superior: 0.89 Superior: 0.69 Superior: 0.316
Inferior: 0.348 Inferior: 0.125 Inferior:-0.155
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agreement between the methods, but lower than 
observed for T staging. Individually, the agreement is 
higher in N0 staging.

Therefore, we can conclude that the fi ndings indicate 
good agreement between the methods studied, especially 
when evaluating T staging.

As limitations of  this study, we could state the fact 
that it is a single-centered, study and also the lack of  
follow-up and pathological results of  all patients. We 
recommend future prospective studies that add to the 
evaluation of  both methods data from MRI, distance 
between the anal verge and rectal lesion, degrees of  
anal sphincter and adjacent tissues impairment.
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